
PRESENTING evidence of a TERRORISM RACKET.  War on Terror – an excuse for Fascism.

EVERYTHING is about 9-11 ... forever!!!
What a crock!   www.takeoverworld.INFO
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1.  Who created Al-Qaeda? Zbignew Brzezinski, National Security Advisor, under Jimmy Carter, with CIA.  ZB told Le 
Nouvel Observateur in 1998:  Secret action launched.on July 3, 1979, to induce (not prevent) Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. 
"Regret WHAT?!!  It was a brilliant plan."  Reagan & Neocons also backed Islamic radicals against “Evil Empire”.

2. Who "nourished" Al-Qaeda? CIA supplied guns, exotic weapons, GPS, vehicles, Jihad "Madrassas" schools, and 
prestige.  MONEY via clandestine Pakistan and Saudi networks.  Young men recruited to join local warlords w/ CIA props.  
Reagan called vicious Afghan warlords like Gulbiddin Hekmatyar “Freedom Fighters, like Thomas Jefferson”.  Conservative 
Heritage Foundation and Christian Coalition backed lobby for Afghan warlords who worked with Saudi Al-Qaeda.

3. Who performed military operations with Al-Qaeda? Pentagon and contractors like MPRI under President 
Clinton, according to Senate Republican Kosovo Report .  KLA operated with Al-Qaeda and USA/British forces. We cannot 
locate evil Al-Qaeda Dr. Ayman al-Zawahiri; his brother Mohamed al-Zawahiri was US agent, granted covert $50M. Reports of 
joint US & Al-Qaeda ops in Kosovo during July-August  2001 .  US still manipulating Kosovo/Macedonia today.
WTC bomb in 1993 was 95% run by FBI with paid informants, per court transcripts and even World Net Daily.
Republicans suppressed potential charges of treason against Clinton, preferring "Monica Lewinsky" nonsense.  Al-Qaeda is joint
policy. Seymour Hersh reported in 2007 on Bush/CIA again backing Wahabbi groups similar to Al-Qaeda to oppose Shi’a, while 
backing  Shi’a govt and warlords in Iraq to oppose Sunnis.   This war is against Terror?!  Coulda fooled me!

4.  How much money did US give Al-Qaeda/Taliban?   Officially, $6 Billion.  Est, $20-30 B. Col Oliver North sold 
weapons to Iran to fund both Contras and Al-Qaeda.  BCCI (CIA bank) scandal of 1980's, narco money laundering, weapons, 
heroin, terrorism. Poppies/heroin eradicated by Taliban now boosted under CIA control, profits cleaned via US corporations. 

5.  Who sought a bloodbath on American soil? Neocons.  Trilateralists.  At least FOUR sets of books and papers 
written by high-level Pentagon, Security, and Foreign Policy officials about VITAL NEED for more catastrophic events like Pearl 
Harbor.  Why?  Resistance and apathy about war requires more security threats, fear, and hype to push public & Congress to 
accelerate “aggressive policies” and "imperial mobilization", mass murder. Heritage Foundation, American Enterprise, Council on 
Foreign Relations/Foreign Affairs Mag, Project for a New American Century, Defense Policy Board, CIA, Pentagon.  Past members 
of Committee on Present Danger which pushed pre-emptive strike on USSR. Astonishing: US media remains silent.

6.  Did “Osama Bin Laden” help Arabs and Muslims? Massive losses, more domination by Western “infidels” than 
before, many thousands dead and maimed Arabs, immense grief, mourning, dislocation, refugees, and suffering.  Afghanistan run 
by former Unocal exec and warlords.  Who is “Bin Laden” figure really serving?  Was Osama Bin Laden alias Tim Osman?

7.  Key Al-Qaeda operative in USA: punished? Ali Mohamed had killed Anwar Sadat.  Next joined Army at Fort 
Bragg, promoted to Sgt, went AWOL to fight Soviets in Afgh, AM’s commander felt he was “protected”. FBI and CIA in contact. 
High level Al-Qaeda tactician and bodyguard, AM orchestrated six major attacks on US targets.  Pled guilty to “Conspiracy to Kill 
Americans Everywhere”.  No sentence recorded, poss released on Fed protection in 2003.  MANY Al-Qaeda were on US payroll.

8.  Who protected Al-Qaeda? NJ doctor Elamir charged w embezzling Medicare, funding Al-Qaeda.  Atty Michael 
Chertoff  got charges thrown out in 1999. Chertoff then promoted from Fed prosecutor to Homeland Security Director.  
Sept 11 victims sued Saudi Royals for evidence of aid to Al-Qaeda.  Fmr Sec State James A. Baker III  got Saudis diplomatic 
immunity from American citizens.  Baker is Bush family atty since 1950s, fought for G.W. Bush at Supreme Court in 2000.

9.  How many anti-terror agents reported roadblocks?  Seven to twelve or more FBI and military officers reported 
roadblocks, threats, falsified reports. Some threatened into silence, before 9-11.  Some now under gag orders.

10. How did “hijackers” prepare?  Reported as party guys, drink and drugs, strip clubs.  Not Muslim behavior. Flight 
trainers reported them as moderate to very poor pilots, yet seasoned airline pilots said 9-11 flights were near impossible.  I say 
“disaster” was TOO VITAL to detailed multi-TRILLION-dollar plans for US World Domination to risk human failure of 
“suiciders” and “luck”.  Jetliners flown by remote control since 1984; this makes more sense for guaranteed success.

11. How about "Loose Change", et cetera?  Many such films are sloppy or dishonest.  Bait for "debunkers". LC about 
50% FALSE. www.911research.wtc7.net  for point-by-point analysis.  Others combine some good research with hyper-religious 
hyperbole about “Illuminati” and Satan. Too obsessed with Towers, Physics. Visit  www.takeoverworld.INFO


